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AIM2Flourish Executive Summary



We believe confronting the world’s greatest challenges can be profitable and that business is the powerful force that can create a flourishing world for all.



The Opportunity: Accelerating Business for Good The 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGS), or Global Goals, represent an unprecedented opportunity to end poverty and hunger, shift to clean energy, control climate change, and work for peace. Beyond ensuring a livable world for future generations, achieving the Global Goals represents a $12 trillion dollar business opportunity. Responsible business leaders are responding to this call, but more are needed. AIM2Flourish accelerates the shift to a Business for Good mindset by recognizing the positive impact of today’s business leaders, and changing the way tomorrow’s leaders are taught.



What Is AIM2Flourish.com? AIM2Flourish is the world’s first higher-education curriculum, AIM2Flourish.com story platform, and annual prize for the SDGs and positive business impact. AIM2Flourish’s partners reach more than 2,100 management schools worldwide and the global Business for Good community. Our mission is to accelerate SDGs action by preparing Global Goals leaders. We offer a flexible, professor-facilitated curriculum with presentations, resources, videos, and experiential learning assignments. Using the SDGs as their lens, students identify an innovation, conduct an in-person interview with a business leader, and then write about what they learned. The students’ stories are published on AIM2Flourish.com to inspire other students, business leaders, and investors as part of an engaged global community. We celebrated the best-of-the-best stories with the inaugural 17 Flourish Prizes at the June 2017 Fourth Global Forum at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio.



What People Are Saying “As an impact investor I need to keep abreast of up and coming social enterprises all over the world. AIM2Flourish’s website and its global network of contributors capture and organize and summarize the best social enterprises — all in one place. – Ted Levinson, Founder/CEO Beneficial Returns “Our paradigms shifted toward a sustainable direction of conducting business where social innovation will form the nuclei of our business models. – Bernard Bairoy, Student, IPMI International Business School



 



Strategic Goals • Inspire and prepare business school students to be Global Goals leaders. • P  rovide opportunities for business leaders, educators, students, investors, and foundations to connect and collaborate. • S  howcase the transformative power of Appreciative Inquiry. • Achieve the UN Sustainable Development Goals by 2030.



Criteria for AIM2Flourish.com Publication and Recognition In order to be published on AIM2Flourish.com, student-written stories must describe a profitable business innovation with a positive impact on human wellbeing and a healthy world. As well, the innovation must help achieve one or more of the UN Global Goals. The best-of-the-best innovations will be recognized annually with 17 Flourish Prizes.



Exponential Growth Since June 2015 Launch 150+ professors around the world 3,500+ community members 60 countries in our global community 2,100+ business schools reached through participating education networks 780+ published innovation stories 35 institutions now use AIM2Flourish as core curriculum Content partner for “Introducing the Global Goals” global employee program with IMPACT 2030 and Medtronic Foundation, introduced at UN in September 2017



Where is AIM2Flourish Based? AIM2Flourish is an initiative of the Fowler Center for Business as an Agent of World Benefit at the Weatherhead School of Management - Case Western Reserve University. AIM2Flourish is co-sponsored by a global Academic Consortium of leading universities, UN Global Compact PRME, the Globally Responsible Leadership Initiative (GRLI), and other business partners. See our Global Network for more information.



What We Are Working On Now • • • • •



Growing our professor and business school networks Securing corporate champions and funding partners Supporting our Flourish Prizes Alumni community Measuring and evaluating impact with education partners Connecting impact investors and business innovators



Contact Claire Sommer | AIM2Flourish Director | [email protected] | +1 917 834-0323 | Project Site: AIM2FlourishTeam.com



October 2017
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